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I am a proud parent of an old Grovian.   Eleanor left the Grove upon completing her A levels 

in July 2018 after 9 years studying at both Bronte House and the Grove.  I can honestly say 

that she loved every single day of her school life and she definitely did not want to leave.  

I am a single parent and I have, during part of Ellie’s time at the Grove, been in receipt of a 

bursary.  I was so grateful for this facility because I knew that if I had to move Ellie from the 

Grove, she would have been heartbroken.  The fact I received a bursary helped me 

tremendously.  It relieved the pressure I felt on my personal finances as well as emotionally, 

as I realised my daughter could remain at the school she loved so much.  I was determined 

that one day I would give something back to the school to help other parents who might be 

feeling the pressure financially. 

I am now in a position to help provide the Foundation with a constant supply of funds.  In 

addition, parents, staff, old Grovians and other supporters of the school can also help 

without having to make a personal donation.  All they have to do, is when they book their 

holiday, book through me. 

I have trained to become a travel consultant and have a franchise with Not Just Travel.  This 

is an award-winning travel company that has been operating for 16 years.  Not Just Travel 

has won numerous awards including Travel2 Homeworking Agency of the year for the past 4 

years running.  The company is affiliated to Hays travel which gives us multi million pound 

buying power.  I can provide holidays from companies that are on the high street eg Jet2, 

Thomas Cook, Kuoni etc and I have access to hundreds of suppliers who only deal with the 
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trade.  All the holidays are governed by the new Package transfer regulations, are Abta and 

Atol protected and are competitively priced.  Travel suppliers pay the consultant’s 

commission, so it doesn’t cost you a penny to use my services.  Unlike the internet or the 

high street you get to speak to someone who really cares about your holiday.  I will spend 

time finding out exactly what you want from your next trip away, from preferred airport 

destinations down to the activities you want to do whilst on holiday.   

Now, here’s how helping the Foundation fits in.   

The company offers a scheme called “Partners in Travel” which effectively means that when 

someone associated with the school books a holiday through my franchise the Foundation 

gets a share of the commission I receive, to use in whatever way they want.  Commission is 

calculated and paid by the accounts department at headquarters, direct to the Foundation 

bank account, once a month.  

So what are you waiting for? 

Get in touch and let me help you plan your perfect holiday and together we can help the 

Woodhouse Grove School Foundation raise well needed funds. 

 


